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We present he supersymmetric quartic effective action for the heterotic string which follows 
from the supersymmetrization of the Yang-Mil ls and Lorentz Chern-Simons forms. This includes 
all bosonic terms in the action, and all bosonic contributions to the supersymmetr?,' transformation 
rules, thereby giving all terms to this order which are relevant for the study of compactification 
scenarios with unbroken supersymmetry. 
1. Introduction 
It is a major challenge in superstring theory to relate the intrinsic properties of 
strings to particle physics. One approach to this problem is to investigate the 
low-energy effective action [1], in which string effects should appear in the form of 
interaction terms which are absent in more conventional supergravity theories. In 
this paper we consider the low-energy limit of the ten-dimensional heterotic string 
[2], which corresponds to ten-dimensional supergravity coupled to Yang-Mills. 
Application to physics implies that compactification to four dimensions i required, 
and for phenomenological reasons a remaining N = 1 supersymmetry in four 
dimensions would be preferred (for a review of the phenomenology of N= 1 
supergravity, see e.g. ref. [3]). One way to investigate the possibilities for such 
compactifications is to consider the ten-dimensional effective action. This effective 
action is therefore a crucial ingredient in phenomenological applications of string 
theories. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain all contributions to the effective action up 
to and including terms quartic in the Yang-Mills and gravitational curvatures, and 
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to obtain the transformation rules under local supersymmetry of the fields. Thereby 
we obtain all relevant erms for the study of compactification to this order. These 
terms have been collected in appendix A. The main body of this paper deals with 
the derivation of these results. The reader who is only interested in the final answer 
is referred to appendix A which can be studied independently. 
Essentially four methods have been employed thus far to obtain information 
about the effective action. String amplitude calculations [4-8] provide information 
about the bosonic part of the effective action, and have the advantage that the string 
aspects are implicitly taken care of. On the other hand, it is difficult to incorporate 
fermions in this approach, and supersymmetry herefore remains unclear. Although 
calculations can be performed for tree-level [4, 5] and one-loop amplitudes [6-8], 
extensions to higher loops are extremely difficult. Nevertheless, some results for 
two-loop amplitudes have been recently obtained [9]. Another approach is through 
the calculation of loop corrections in supersymmetric sigma-models [10-12]. The 
requirement that the fl-function vanishes hould determine the equations of motion 
of bosonic background fields. These equations of motion then determine the desired 
effective action. Also in this approach the inclusion of fermions and supersymmetry 
is nontrivial. One way to avoid this problem is by taking supersymmetric f eld 
theory as a starting point. The obvious problem is then to relate to the string 
aspects. Both superspace [13,14],[15, 16] and Noether methods [17-19] have been 
applied so far. Superspace seems to have a natural connection with strings through 
e.g. the Green-Schwarz superstring [20]. However, superspace methods are techni- 
cally involved, and not very explicit in view of the applications we have in mind. 
The Noether method, which we employ in this paper, appears at first sight rather 
primitive. Nevertheless, its explicit nature as well as a number of tricks which we 
will explain below and in the next sections, make it a viable approach to the 
construction of effective actions. 
The main guideline in our construction of the quartic effective action will be the 
assumption that the Yang-Mills and gravitational contributions to the effective 
action should appear symmetrically. The first place where this symmetry is impor- 
tant is in the construction of the quadratic effective action, i.e. the action that 
contains quadratic terms in the Yang-Mills and gravitational curvatures. This 
quadratic action includes Yang-Mills and Lorentz Chern-Simons forms. The 
Yang-Mills Chern-Simons form was obtained in the coupling of d = 10 supersym- 
metric Yang-Mills theory to supergravity [21-23]. The Lorentz Chern-Simons form 
plays a crucial role in the cancellation of anomalies in the d= 10 Einstein- 
Yang Mills theory [24]. It breaks local supersymmetry however, and much effort 
has been devoted to the construction of its supersymmetric version in ten dimen- 
sions. 
A rather simple method to construct the quadratic effective action that includes 
both the Yang-Mills and the Lorentz Chern-Simons form is to employ a symmetry 
that exists between the Yang-Mills and supergravity fields in ten dimensions [25]. 
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This symmetry between Yang-Mills and supergravity also exists in six dimensions 
and has been used to construct a supersymmetric RZ-action for d = 6 conformal 
supergravity [26]. It has also been obtained in superspace [16, 27], and has been used 
in the construction of d = 10 R2-actions in that context [16]. Since this relation is a 
crucial ingredient of the present work, let us briefly discuss the essential point. 
The spin-connection %~b of d-dimensional gravity plays the role of an SO(d - 1, 1) 
gauge field, gauging the local Lorentz transformations which are a part of the gauge 
symmetries of supergravity. At first sight, this suggests that in constructing an 
R2-action one should take the Yang-Mills F2-action, and replace everywhere F(A) 
by R(w). Although this looks promising at first sight, the two gauge fields A 
(Yang Mills) and w (Lorentz) do not have the same behaviour under supersymme- 
try transformations. In d= 10 however the way to continue is rather clear: one 
should not identify ~ with an SO(9,1) gauge field, but rather an appropriate 
combination of w and H, where H is the field strength of the antisymmetric gauge 
field, B,,, of d = 10 supergravity. With a suitably chosen basis for the supergravity 
fields the identification can then be made and the construction of the RZ-action 
becomes trivial [25]. 
This paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we give a short overview of the 
construction of the quadratic action [25]. More details are given in appendix B. We 
use coupling constants a and/3 to distinguish between different sectors (quadratic, 
cubic, quartic) of the action. With g being the Yang-Mills coupling constant, we 
use/3 = 1/g 2. For the SO(9,1) multiplet which represents the supergravity sector we 
use an analogous coupling constant a. It has the same dimension as /3, and is 
proportional to a', the inverse of the string tension. The quadratic effective action is 
then of the form o~R 2 +/3F 2. 
In sect. 3 we discuss the cubic c~2R3 + a/3RF2-action. We find that there are no 
purely bosonic terms in this action, in agreement with string amplitude calculations. 
Nevertheless, ect. 3 is a key section to this paper. In particular we prove a lemma, 
which essentially says that the variation of the aR2-action gives only terms which 
are proportional to the equation of motion of the supergravity fields at O(c~°), i.e. 
the equations of motion following from the R-action. This lemma is the key to the 
remainder of the paper, since it is used in many places to cancel contributions to 
the variation of the action, also in higher orders. Finally, although no terms in the 
action are generated which are relevant for compactification, we are forced to 
modify the supersymmetry transformation rules of the supergravity fields. These are 
crucial for compactification, and are among the terms collected in appendix A. 
Sect. 4 is devoted to the construction of the quartic 0~3R4+ ot2/3R2F2 + o~/32F 4 
action. We make use of the results of string amplitude calculations to make an 
ansatz for the bosonic part of the quartic action. We then determine by a Noether- 
method calculation the leading terms of the quartic action, and in particular all 
terms which are relevant to compactification scenarios. Again new variations of 
supergravity, and now also of Yang-Mills fields, are required. Our results do not 
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coincide in all detail with those of string calculations [5]. One should keep in mind, 
however, that there is a certain ambiguity in these higher order invariants. One 
always has the freedom to redefine the supergravity and Yang-Mills fields order by 
order, and this in general will modify the effective action. Therefore, in comparing 
different results, one should only consider those terms which are not affected by 
such redefinitions. 
In this paper we obtain the part of the quartic effective action which follows from 
the supersymmetrization of the Yang-Mills and Lorentz Chern-Simons forms. This 
does not yield the complete quartic action. Both string amplitude and sigma-model 
calculations uncover another R 4 term [4, 11], which does not have a Yang-Mills 
counterpart and which we do not construct here. At the linear level the supersym- 
metrization of this term is given by superspace t chniques [28], and it is probably in 
that context hat its structure is most conveniently described. 
In sect. 5 we give our conclusions and outline some approaches to the remaining 
problems. Appendix A contains all terms in the quartic effective action and 
transformation rules which are relevant for compactification. Appendix B gives 
more details of the construction of the quadratic effective action. In particular it 
contains all higher order fermionic terms in the action and transformation rules. 
2. The O(a) and O([3) terms in the effective action 
In this section we will review the construction of the R2-action [25]. The essential 
ingredient in this construction is the formulation of d= 10 supergravity as an 
SO(9,1) Yang-Mills multiplet. This identification is crucial for the extensions to 
invariants containing higher powers of R as well. This we will discuss in later 
sections of this paper. 
The complete supersymmetrization of the Yang Mills Chern-Simons form has of 
course been known for a long time [23]: it is the action of a Yang-Mills multiplet 
coupled to d= 10 supergravity. In component form the supersymmetrization to 
O(a) of the Lorentz Chern Simons form, the R2-action, was obtained in ref. [25]. in 
the present recapitulation of that work, we mainly want to set the stage for the 
calculation of higher orders in a, and therefore it is not very useful nor illuminating 
to repeat all details here. In particular, in the higher-order calculations we will no 
longer keep track of contributions to the action which are quartic in fermions, nor 
will we present the variations which determine such terms. Accordingly, in the 
present discussion we will impose the same restriction, and present only leading 
terms in the action and transformation rules. In appendix B we gather the complete 
result to O(c 0 and O(/3), including a number of details which were not presented in 
ref. [25]. 
The transformation rules of the coupled d= 10 supergravity and Yang Mills 
fields are to lowest order (6~,,(8t~,,) indicates contributions proportional to c¢'(/?"), 
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8 o corresponds to the leading terms, independent of c~ and fi): 
a 1 - a ~ 4~ut ,+,ab j~.  '8o% =5~F~,  8o~ ~ (O~, - ! °abr '  '  
8oB~, ~ = {v~gFi,~b,l, 8oX = - ~0-1DOE + ~F"h'~/4,b,,, (2.1) 
18oe~ = - ', , 8oA. = ~g/'uX, 8o X = _,p.ha. ¢r.e. '~ (2.2) 
The coupling induces a number of transformations of O(fi). In particular, the 
variation of B.~ reads 
8/~B,~ = - f i v~ tr{ A[uSoA,I } . (2.3) 
In (2.1,2.2) we have included a number of O(fl) terms in (super)covariant curva- 
tures. The supercovariant field strength/4 of the two-index tensor gauge field B~ is 
defined as 
H~,~ 0 - OL~,B,p]- flV~ tr{ A[,O~Apl- ½AI~A~Ao]}, (2.4) 
and contains the fi-dependent Yang-Mills Chern-Simons form. In the variation of 
the gravitino in eq. (2.1) we have introduced the combination 
,b_  ,b _ 3H/~.b  (25) /~t*_+ =%* (e ,~b)+2, -  t' " 
The transformations (2.1-2.3) leave the action £f= ~(R)  + L f (F  2) invariant, where 
[22, 23] 
~(R) = e,~ 3 / - ~2R( ,~(e) )  - ~H~ L'~"" + 9(~,-~ Z~')~ 
+ 3v~{.r~c'X (q, - '  o.O) - ~{.c.+.( , - '  o"o) 
+ l~dHOO'[~.rt"ro.,r"l+. + 4f2f .r .oo,x-  8Xroo, x]}, (2.6) 
~°(F2)  = ed? 3~8 tr { - x-Ft'~F to ~_ .~-  ~(  (e), A)X 
- '~r~r~%(~.+}~r .x )+ :~C~r-.xI4.o}. {2.7) 
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The formulae presented here differ from those given in ref. [22]. This is due to a 
number of redefinitions in the fields and transformation rules. The precise corre- 
spondence between (2.1-2.7) and [22] can be found in ref. [25]. The reason for these 
redefinitions i that we want to bring the supergravity multiplet o a form in which 
it can be identified with an SO(9,1) Yang-Mills multiplet. The present basis allows 
such an identification. To see this, note that the leading contribution to the 
ab transformation rule of a2 is 
80~?/h = 2{,,~1 -.- - ,b , (2.8) 
where +,b is the supercovariant gravitino curvature 
(2.9) 
This implies that f2 ~b and ~k ~b transform as (2.2), i.e. form an SO(9,1) Yang-Mills bL 
multiplet. Indeed, a simple calculation shows that the transformation rule of +~b is 
given by 
ao+ °~ = - ¼C~{k/b(~ ). (2.10) 
As one can see from the more detailed formulae in appendix B, the identification of 
,,b ~b,h SO(9,1) Yang-Mills multiplet the multiplet consisting of 12 and as an 
coupled to supergravity holds true also when terms of higher order in the fermions 
are taken into account. 
Therefore an invariant of the form 2 ' (R)+,5( ' (R  2) can be written in complete 
analogy with (2.6 and 2.7): 
= _ _ £a(R2) eep 3a{-¼R'~"b(fa )R,/'~(12 )_~-,b 
- I v~-,T,-bp~p,l, 14 ~ (2.11) 
This requires an additional transformation of the field B.., analogous to eq. (2.3): 
= _~f~fa[~_8012 ] , oh ab  (2.12) 
and a corresponding redefinition of the curvature/t,  which now reads: 
- ' -  - f i~- tr{ A[.O.Ao]- 13A[~A~Ao] } 
_ _  ab ab a 0 ab 0 ac~.~ ch . 
O~f2 ( ~d[t , O.~p ] 3"" [ . - ' "v -  O]- } (2.13) 
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Consider now the action X' (R)+X' (R2)+~,q ' (F2) ,  with eqs. (2.6), (2.7) and 
(2.11). It is the action of a G × SO(9,1) Yang-Mills multiplet coupled to supergrav- 
ity. However, there is a difference in interpretation between (2.7) and (2.11). We 
want to interpret (2.11) as a gravitational R2-action, and not as an SO(9,1) 
Yang-Mil ls action in which the Yang-Mills fields are independent of the super- 
gravity fields. Therefore we must consider the possibility that the transformation 
rules (2.8) and (2.10) are modified because of eqs. (2.3) and (2.12), the additional 
transformation rules in the supergravity sector. Indeed, these modifications to 6B,~ 
imply the following O(a) and 0(,8) transformations: 
ab 3- ((~a (~[J)l'~ ab= 3I~ ,~.ab(_'d (2.14) 
where Xah =- aR~,,~a(~2_)~b"d+ fi t rFex ,  
^ ef ^ ^ ^ Tabcd= aR[ .~ (~2 )Rcd le f (~ ) 4- fi t rF t .bFcd  I . (2.15) 
Therefore, invariance of £~'(R) +,,~q°(_R2) +,~(F 2) holds only to O(a) and O(fi). 
This concludes the construction of the R2-action. Note that the only transforma- 
tions which break the exact invariance are (2.14). This is guaranteed by the known 
invariance of (2.6) and (2.7), in which higher order terms in fi are already taken into 
account. Thus, to obtain the variation of the action in the next order, we only have 
ah ~ab to use the variations (2.14) of ~2 and in eqs. (2.11) and (2.6). As we shall see 
in the next sections, the relatively simple structure of eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) allows us 
to determine higher-order invariants as well. The symmetry between G (Yang Mills) 
and SO(9, 1) (supergravity) sectors in (2.14) and (2.15) will play an important role in 
these calculations. It is due to the fact that both the O(a) and the O(fl) variations 
arise from the Chern Simons forms in H, and these obviously have the same 
structure for the Yang-Mills and Lorentz groups. 
One may wonder in what sense the R2-invariant presented here is unique. Clearly, 
a - R "~(0 one could have considered terms containing the Ricci tensor R~ (~'2)= ~, ,__ ), 
or the Ricci scalar R(~2_)= R~,~(~2), as well. However, the Ricci tensor is the 
leading term in the zehnbein equation of motion to order a °. Therefore such 
contributions to an aR2-action can always be cancelled by a redefinition of the 
zehnbein of order a. Thus there is an ambiguity in the supersymmetrization of 
Chern Simons forms, corresponding to such redefinitions. In the following sections 
we will sometimes employ this possibility of redefining fields to simplify actions and 
transformation rules. It should be stressed however, that the terms containing the 
full Riemann tensor, such as the R2-term in eq. (2.11), are not affected by such 
redefinitions, and uniquely characterize the invariant action to this order in the 
parameters a and ft. 
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3. The O(et 2) and O(ell3) terms in the effective action 
It is not too difficult to extend the results of the previous section beyond O(c 0 
and O(fl). In ref. [25] we made the following claim: no a2R3+ c~flRF 2 action is 
needed to supersymmetrize the Lorentz and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons term to 
O(c~ 2) and O(afl), but new O(c~ 2) and O(afl) variations of the supergravity fields 
are generated. These additional O(c~ 2) and O(cq3) variations of the supergravity 
fields have been given in ref. [25]. 
The new variations were presented in ref. [25] in a form which is rather 
inconvenient for the calculation of the quartic effective action, the subject of the 
next section. The new transformation rules are unconventional in the sense that they 
contain derivatives of the supersymmetry parameter. This is rather unpleasant since 
many technical tricks involving supercovariantizations which we would like to use 
during our calculation rely on the fact that such derivatives do not occur. 
We will show that by using a slightly different cancellation mechanism than 
considered in ref. [25] the undesirable feature mentioned above can be circum- 
vented. The only price we have to pay is that the action will contain a few explicit 
O(~ 2) and O(cq?) terms (see eq. (3.17)). 
As was explained in the previous ection the O(c~ 2) and O(c#~) variations of the 
action are completely determined by substituting 8~2~ "b and 8~ oh, given in eq. 
(2.14), in the action (2.6) and (2.11). We then use the following lemma: 
Lemma. For arbitrary transformations 8~?~ "band 8~b "~ the variation of ~,~°(R) +
5¢'(R2), given in eqs. (2.6) and (2.11), is given by 
8..~ = 81,~q-  82..~ , (3.1) 
with 
81~Lf=aS~bx°[2eO 32x(~2+)(e 103(~p+ tVf2-FpA)) 
-2o~(d~o"+~eo"q)-~/2Bo")[e-'O32x(Y2+)(eO 3eV"6f2~x°)], (3.2) 
- ~aei,-38~,XOF""%xro,.~ - 3aee~-38~XOF"f'"b(¢, + }v/fI'.;~) Txo.h, (3.3) 
where T~o~ , is defined in eq. (2.15) and #~., q), '/'~, A and ~ are the equations of 
motion to lowest order in ~ and fi (i.e. following from (2.6)) of the supergravity 
fields e.", 0, ~ ,  X and B~, respectively. 
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In the lemma the lowest order equations of motion (O(c~°)) play a crucial role. 
and therefore it is useful to present hese equations at this stage. The equations of 
motion for the supergravity fields are 
* = e (# 3 ( ~ R ( w ) - 9~@a ( ~ ) ( (p - l O a(O ) W ~ ( dk - l O t~(p ) 2 + 9~ H ~ X H t~ x ) , (3.4) 
R~(~)  3~(~0)(0  l ObeO)+~H H hx°] ! ~, (3.5) N~',, = eO 3eUhe~"( h _ 2 vXp ] --  3 e a ~ , 
A = e0 3(8D(~)X + d~r-%,~- 12(, 10~)X - ~F°~"XH°~,), (3.6) 
'/'~= eO 3(F"+,. + av/2 D.(~2+)X) - ¼v/2F~A, (3.7) 
For the Yang-Mills fields we have 
sd ~ = eU.~(~+,  A) (eeo-3F  ~)  - ~/2A o Ox(eeo 3Ha"°) ,  (3.9) 
x :  
In the covariant derivatives in eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) the first covariantization 
concerns the Lorentz, the second the Yang-Mills structure. We present only the 
purely bosonic part of the bosonic equations of motion, since the terms bilinear in 
fermions play no role in eq. (3.2). Note that in this order g'I,-I : 0. 
The proof of the lemma proceeds as follows. An arbitrary variation of ~2"!' and 
~,h in £W(R)+2 ' (R  2) gives 
+aS@/"h[ -e+-3{  h)(~o, f2 )+~h + ½R,~""(g2 )F" )~ 
! p.uX ab + 
The terms in brackets in eq. (3.11) are nothing but ~a¢" and Y. but with the 
dependence on the Yang Mills fields A~, and X everywhere replaced by f2~ "h and 
~"#. This can be understood from the complete symmetry between the R 2- and 
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F2-actions. Eq. (3.11) can be simplified by using the identities 
~@(/2+,/2 )(e~b 3R~"a(/2 )) 
= 2eqS- 3e X'e °aqx (/2 + )( R01~(/2 +) - 3~01 (/2 + )(q~-' 0%)) 
+3~(£2+, /2  )(e~-3T~aCa), (3.12) 
1R ab v 3 ~ ~ab l_,/~-rlav)tLablL 1 ~(O0,/2-)lpab-]- 2 /~v (~'~)F" )k-- ~( 100 ) -- 8 ' " *  ~ "'i~v~ 
= - 2e~'t'e~blD~,(/2+)(FP~b~, + 2v -D~(/2+)X) 
1 [a bl~,~d ~ *' ~V~F~)t)T "bed. Or" 21~lz,:.dllJ T q- 4 [, rc.d( ~p-[- (3.13) 
The derivation of these identities requires the use of the Bianchi identity for 
R,,~b(f2 +) and q,,t,. The additional terms containing T "~b arise from the applica- 
tion of the Bianchi identity of H,, x. In the T term in eq. (3.12) the/2+ covariantiza- 
tion acts on the Lorentz index a, /2_ on the indices cd. Finally, to obtain eqs. (3.2) 
and (3.3) one uses the identities 
a 1 a a Rp. (/2 + ) -  3~/, (/2 +)( q~ l oa~a)=e- l~3(e ,  aq -~e#~--y [2~t , ) ,  (3.14) 
F~ + 2~-Du(/2+)7~ = e-lq53( qzt* + ¼v~F~A ). (3.15) 
Note that the combination of equations of motion which occur in eqs. (3.14) and 
(3.15) and in eq. (3.2) are precisely those in which the H-dependence can be 
absorbed in a spin connection with torsion /2+. Also, under supersymmetry these 
combinations transform into each other, e.g., 
3(~+ J~2F~,A) =~ ~ " 1 ~ - ~ - 3-~b,.,~ . (3.16) 
This variation is important in the cancellation of 31£* ° in eq. (3.2). The term 
containing T~xp in eq. (3.16) is of higher order in a and 13. 
We now consider the above lemma for 6~b ab and 3/2u ab as given in eq. (2.14). The 
terms given 31X 9 (see eq. (3.2)) determine the full O(a 2) and 0(a13) variation of the 
X' (R)+Zp(R2)+~(F  z) action. Since all terms in (3.2) contain equations of 
motion of the supergravity fields it is in principle possible to cancel them all by 
modifying the supersymmetry transformation rules of the supergravity fields. This 
cancellation mechanism was used in ref. [25] but leads to the undesirable feature 
discussed in the beginning of this section. To avoid this we isolate the ~e terms in 
eq. (3.2), which occur in the first (after a partial integration) and in the last term. 
These ~c terms will be cancelled by adding new terms to the action which contain 
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an explicit gravitino field. These new terms take the form 
..oq~(R3 + RF 2) = _ 3 ,~ ~, ,~fxFtxX , . . l  _3gaq, xF~b(q, p -  + ¼x/2FoA)T xp~b. (3.17) 
Because in the present case 812, ~b (see eq. (2.14)) is completely antisymmetric, the 
zehnbein and ~ equations of motion do not appear in eq. (3.17). The new terms in 
eq. (3.17) lead to further variations which have to be cancelled. They come from 
varying the fermionic field equation in the second term, and X,~ in the first one. 
The variations are 
-3,~v~',%<rt~,ax.~ 1 ~a+~F.bF.cT (¢o + ~ep • -  
-- 3 0Le~-  3~kFab I~Cde£TkpabLcde  " (3.18) 
The last term in eq. (3.18) is of higher order in a and /3, and must be taken into 
account in the next section. The other terms, and the remainder of eq. (3.2), we 
cancel by modifications of the supergravity transformation rules. 
These modifications can then be written as follows 
(a,~ + 8,.~) e,," = - 3 ,~/ - / . .~(ao  + at~)~ °o~ , 
(62 + ~,~/~)B~,,, = -3av~gpt~,G]% lq53eDx(~2+)(eO 3F["X x°]) a~/2~2[.'~h(6,~ + f )g2~] "h ,
(~,~ + ~./,) x = - ¼~r~(ao2  + aor,) +~, 
(6,~ + 8./¢) q5 = 3e~.qS(~.2 + 6,~,8) e~,  . (3.19) 
We have thus established the main result of this section: an O(a2), O(a/3) super- 
symmetric extension of the Lorentz and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons term can be 
obtained by adding to the action given in eqs. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.11) the terms given 
in eq. (3.17) and by adding the new variations (3.19) to the transformation rules of 
the supergravity fields given in eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.12). We note that the new 
terms (3.17) added to the action do not contain a bosonic R3-term. This result 
agrees with superstring amplitude calculations [4-8] and superspace arguments 
[13-16], which also shows that a bosonic term must be absent at this level. The 
variation of e~, ~' in (3.19) is only determined up to a field-dependent local Lorentz 
transformation. On the other fields this local Lorentz transformation is either absent 
or of higher order in the fermions, and can therefore be ignored. 
Of course the result obtained in this section is not supersymmetric to higher order 
in a,/3, i.e. O(a3), O(a2/3) and O(a/32). TO obtain an invariant up to that order new 
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terms have to be added to the action which are of the form o:3R 4, a2fiF2R 2 and 
afi2F 4. The determination of the structure of these terms will be the subject of the 
next section. In this section we have already encountered a number of terms which 
will play a role in the determination of the O(c~ 3, a2fi, a,82) action. Since there are 
several distinct sources we will discuss them in order. 
(i) The new variations of the supergravity fields lead to O(a 2) and O(afi) 
variations of £2/b and 4Y'. The substitution of these new transformation i the 
£a(R) +~(¢(R 2) action gives variations of the desired order. Clearly, all the new 
variations from this source can be cancelled by applying the lemma of this section. 
The contributions from this source to the action and the transformation rules will be 
further discussed in sect. 4. 
The full transformation rule of qg' given in eqs. (2.1) and (3.19), can now be 
written as 
6~F, = ~(~+){  , (3.20) 
.~, ab ab 1 3 where "'t,+_ =/2t*_+ -T- 6ae q}g,p~x(12+)(e~a-3T~'"b). (3.21) 
This suggests that it might be advantageous to modify the definition of /2+ from 
order to order. However, since we do not consider the effective action beyond 
O(a 3, a2,8, a,82), the advantage of such a redefinition in the present calculation is 
slight. Although the modification (3.21) helps to preserve the symmetry between 
supergravity and Yang-Mills multiplets, one should note that the transformations 
(2.14) have already broken this symmetry. 
(ii) The new transformations of the supergravity fields themselves have also to be 
applied in the variation of the aR2+ ,SF2-action. In fact, since we neglect higher 
order fermionic terms, we only have to vary 4% and IX in the Noether terms, and the 
zehnbein and 4} in the purely bosonic terms. 
(iii) In the calculation of this section we have used a number of times the Bianchi 
identity for the tensor H~,~,. This identity leads to T-terms (see eqs. (3.3) and (3.16)), 
which have now to be taken into account. 
In summary, we have three sources for the O(a3), O(a2fi) and O(afi 2) variations 
which we have specified above. The ones coming from (i) can be cancelled by using 
the lemma. The ones coming from (ii) and (iii) are given by 
3~.¢ .  37pcdplLat;'J, T TNP cd + ~TaC2e4) 3H~X°Txo~oir[.X.bl + ~-~,e ,-- - '~x-p~,ul,- 
+ 
+ (3.22) 
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where T~ = at%xn ~h,~x~ ~ah + /3 tr F~xFX~. Note that only the last two terms come from 
(ii). The terms given in eq. (3.22) are the ones which have to be cancelled by the 
addition of new terms to the action. 
Before ending this section, we would like to comment on the variations given in 
eq. (3.22). Quite surprisingly, we see that all terms contain the Riemann curvature 
tensor R~,~"t' and the Yang Mills curvature F only through the tensor T, bcj and 
the tensor-spinor X,6 which are defined in eq. (2.15). This means that in the 
variations there is a complete symmetry between (R "t,, ~b "h) and (F, X): 
,b F,, + ,b~ (3.23) R~ ~ , X- 
We therefore xpect hat the new terms to be added to the action in the next order 
will also exhibit this symmetry and can be formulated completely in terms of the T 
and X tensors. This agrees with the results found from string amplitude calcula- 
tions. This observation will simplify enormously the ansatz which we will make in 
the next section for the quartic effective action. 
4. The O(e~3), O(e~2]3) and O(~]3 2) terms in the effective action 
In the previous ection we have already encountered a number of contributions to 
the variation of the action which were of O(a3, a2/3, a/32). These terms were 
collected in eq. (3.22), and cannot be trivially cancelled by a modification of the 
transformation rules. Therefore we expect he presence of terms containing o~3R 4, 
aZBR2F2 and cq32F 4, as well as their fermionic counterparts, in the action. This 
section will be devoted to their construction. We will present an ansatz for the 
action, and show that the requirement of supersymmetry and the ansatz are 
consistent. Before we present his ansatz, it will be useful to discuss the ingredients 
that go into it. 
First of all, following the philosophy of the previous sections, we will use 
ab everywhere the Riemann tensor in the form R,~ ( /2 ) .  As we have seen, it is in this 
form that the symmetry between the gorentz and Yang-Mills parts of the action is 
manifest. Secondly, we will not include any terms in the action which depend on the 
Ricci tensor or other lowest order equations of motion, and therefore vanish 
on-shell. Such terms can always be cancelled by a modification of supergravity or 
Yang-Mills fields, and therefore play no role in the cancellation of the terms given 
in eq. (3.22). 
In eq. (3.22) we have seen that the contributions to the Yang-Mills and Lorentz 
sectors occur in the specific combinations T~.xp , T~., T and X~,~. For completeness 
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and clarity let us gather some definitions at this point: 
ab L~xo =- aRt,~ (~2 )Rxol~b(~2 ) +/~ trFr~.Fxol, 
T~v ~ ~ ab, ~ X aK~x t )RX9($2-) + fi trF~xrX~ T -  T~ u, (4.1) 
aR~ ($2)~ + fl trFu,x, Xp.v ~ ab ab 
)(~ - F~X,~, X -  F"X,. (4.2) 
We will assume that also in the O(a 3, a2~, aft 2) action the contributions from the 
Lorentz and Yang-Mills sector will occur in the combinations (4.1) and (4.2) 
(except for a contribution to the fermionic sector, as we will see in eq. (4.6)). This 
assumption contains two important ingredients. The first is that it enforces the 
symmetry between the Lorentz and Yang-Mills sectors also in the next order in a 
and ft. This part of the assumption is consistent with eq. (3.22), and also agrees with 
the result of string amplitude calculations [5]. The second ingredient is that no 
combinations of curvatures appear in the action other than those given in eq. (4.1). 
One combination which is also symmetric in the Lorentz and Yang-Mills parts is 
missing from eq. (4.1); it is 
2 n abn ab 2 (4.3) 
(the representation f dimension 770 of SO(9, 1)). By not including terms depending 
on eq. (4.3) in the bosonic part of the action we follow again the result of string 
calculations. As is well known, the terms quartic in R and F in the action should 
have the generic structure 
+ (4.41 
where the tensor t is given in, e.g., ref. [29]. On working out (4.4), using the explicit 
form of the t-tensor, one finds that (4.4) contains only the combinations T given in 
eq. (4.1), and not U (4.3). Therefore we will start with an action that does not 
contain (4.3), and the requirement of supersymmetry will then decide on the validity 
of this assumption. 
That this assumption is not entirely innocent follows from a look at the supersym- 
merry transformations of the tensors defined in (4.2). These are 
8x = - ~r . '%T.~ 0 - ~r .  
a *~*.xo 2/" eT.o' 
(4.5) 
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Therefore, any dependence of the action on X~,~ will potentially produce U-terms in 
the variation. 
We emphasize that there exists another part of the R4-action, which is not related 
to the supersymmetrization f the Chern-Simons forms, and has a structure 
containing two t-tensors [4]. This term does not have a corresponding Yang-Mills 
counterpart. We will briefly discuss this term in the conclusions. 
We therefore consider the most general form of the O(a3, a2/~,o~/~ 2) action 
required for the supersymmetrization of the Chern-Simons forms: 
- 'e ldp3,L-O(R4 + R2F 2 + F 4) 
= Jr- O~lTlXVXOTp.v)to -Jr- a2rP~Vr~v -}.- a3 T2 + b,T~"(af"~F, O~+ "h + ~ tr ~F~ c3~x ) 
+ b2 o ,v  + tr 
-b b32t~ aug  p'v -}- b421~  OX #v -[- b5Xf~ OX tz At- b62~X 
+ T~XP(cI~t,F~Xxo + c2~b~F°~,~Xxo + c3~oF~,~xX°p 
+ T(e , foX"  + e2~.F°x) + r'~X'(flXr,.Xxo + f2XI'..xx o+ f3X1"..xox ) 
+ T.ZXr X~ + rfs)tx. (4.6) 
In the fermionic terms (b 1 and b2) we see that combinations of fields other than 
eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) appear. We have not included terms containing explicit ~-x 04> 
or H-contributions. These will be discussed later. The determination of the coeffi- 
cients in eq. (4.6) is independent of such additional terms. 
For the cancellation of eq. (3.22) we require the O(a 3, a2fl, aB 2) variation of eq. 
(4.6). Therefore we have to use the O(a °, fi °) variation of the supergravity and 
Yang-Mills fields in eq. (4.6), and the variation (4.5) for Xu~, X~ and X. The 
variation of T,~xo, T~, and T cannot be expressed irectly in terms of X~, X~ and 
X. Instead we have, e.g. 
8Tu~xp=aR[,~"b(g2 )Ox(iFpl~,"b)+fitrFi,~Ox(iI'olX). (4.7) 
This, and the terms with b 1 and b 2 in eqs. (4.6), are the only sources that produce 
explicit F,~ and X in the variation of eq. (4.6). If such terms cannot be rewritten in 
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terms of X or T they must cancel amongst each other or give terms proportional to 
equations of motion. 
It is worthwhile to go into some detail concerning these equation of motion terms. 
The lowest order equations of motion for the Yang-Mi l ls  fields were presented in 
(3.9) and (3.10). In the variation of eq. (4.6) we sill encounter contributions 
proport ional  to these equations of motion. They can be cancelled by appropriate 
modif icat ions to the supersyrnmetry transformation rules of the Yang-Mi l ls  fields 
A,  and X. For every equation of motion of a Yang-Mi l ls  field, there will be a 
corresponding contribution to the Lorentz sector. Since ~2~ "~ and +a/, are not 
independent fields, these terms cannot be immediately interpreted as equations of 
motion. However, as we have seen in eqs. (3.1l)-(3.15), all such terms can be 
rewritten in terms of equations of motion of the supergravity fields, and can 
therefore be cancelled by changing the transformation rules of the supergravity 
fields. 
The coefficients in (4.6) can be uniquely determined by considering variations of 
the generic form eXT 2, OTeX and TeOX. The results is as follows: 
a1=3,  a2=l~, a3=0,  
bl _ 1 __ 1 b 3 = 0 - - 2 ,  b2 s, 
b 4 = 0 ,  [)5 _ -1' b6 = _ 116, 
__  3 
C 1 = 0 ,  C 2 = 0 ,  C 3 = 0 ,  C4 4 ' 
1 1 1 1 
C5 = 4 , C6 = ~ , C7 - -  16 , Cg = 64 ' 
d 1 = 1, d 2 = 1, d 3 = 0, d 4 = - ¼, 
1 1 
e l= ~ , e2= 32, 
f~ = 0, f2 = - ½f2-, f3 = - ~2~/~ , f4 = 0, f5 = - 1~ ~/2. (4.8) 
We see that most of the terms containing X,~ (the exception being dl) vanish. This 
is not surprising, since X,, is the only source of the tensor U,~xo (4.3). In 
determining the coefficients, it is essential to use the following differential relations: 
O~T"~=~40"T+c~( axl~ nXab'~2 t ))R"~ah(~2-)+fltr(OxF~X) F"~ , (4.9) 
O.X~=I OX_¼Fu~(aR. Ub(f2 )O~ab+fitrF.~OX ) 
R ~ab ~ 12F"(a(Ox . ( _ ) )+,b+f l t r (OxF~X)X)  (4.10) 
3l.T.xoo I = 0. (4.1l) 
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The relations (4.9) and (4.10) are among the many sources of equation of motion 
terms in the variation of eq. (4.6). In isolating the equation of motion terms one 
must keep in mind that the fermionic field equation must be supercovariant, and 
also contains a X-dependent term (e.g. eq. (3.10)). 
There is an essential check on the above calculation, which is the cancellation of 
all variations of (4.6) of the form e+~T 2 against he corresponding terms in (3.22). 
We have verified that this cancellation takes place. 
In the calculation leading to (4.8) we are left with a number of terms which are 
proportional to equations of motion. These must be cancelled in the way discussed 
above (4.8). Explicitly, these terms are for the Yang-Mills sector: 
[ ].IP- 
+ + ½r %0x). (4.12) 
As we can see in eq. (4.12), the calculation produces only the leading terms of the 
equations of motion (3.9) and (3.10). These leading terms should be completed to 
the full equations of motion. However, the missing terms all are of higher order in 
the fermions, or contain explicit q~-I 0~ or H-contributions. These last terms will be 
discussed later. 
The cancellation of eq. (4.12) is achieved by additional supersymmetry transfor- 
mations of A~, and X: 
(3~l~ + 3, [ , : )A"=af i [~F cX, + I ~- ~F eF.X 
- ! r '~r  " ~T"~iL¢r~F~x]  (4.13) 2 -*,,t + 1~ TiF~x + ~ 
tg - ¢*~x-  32 Y eF~,,T- 64Jr *cqST~attv-- ]. 
(4.14) 
An important consistency check follows from the contribution of these terms to the 
commutator algebra on A,. These new terms give rise to terms of the form 
c~fl i2F..qF..  T in the commutator algebra. Since such terms cannot be inter- 
preted as a gauge transformation of A, they should cancel, as indeed they do. 
ah ~ab Terms similar to eq. (4.12), but with A, and X replaced by ~2, and appear 
for the Lorentz sector. As explained above, these terms are cancelled by new 
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variations of the supergravity fields. To achieve this cancellation, we use (3.12)-(3.15) 
to rewrite these terms in the variation of the action in the following form: 
O~2~NXO [26"~-3~),( ~?+)(6' 1~3( ~1~¢, -J- I~/2FoA )) 
1 a 2 ,try ab- ab 
- 2a2(d~o" + ~eo~q) - ¢~'o~) [e  Yp3~x(f2+)(eq~-3e"~iM~X~)], (4.15) 
where 
M, "b ~R ~ " ~ iv  ohio )FAX 
i T  rX, l,.b (4.16) -2 -  + rr.  + r.,,o,. -- * aBv6*~" , 
gN xp= -g{  + 
-t- I~TaB~'SF Ft~vl~ X°{O ~ } (4.17) 
A comparison shows that eqs. (4.15) and (3.2) have exactly the same form, with 8~ xp 
replaced by agN x°, and 6~2~ b by a iM 9 .  The reason for this is as follows. The 
terms (4.12), with the equations of motion of the Yang-Mills sector, correspond to a 
variation of the R + flF 2 action with respect o the Yang-Mills fields A~ and X, 
multiplied by a variation of A~ and X- Because of the complete symmetry between 
the Lorentz and Yang-Mills parts in the variation of eq. (4.6) and in the O(a, fl) 
action, the terms analogous to eq. (4.12) for the Lorentz sector can be written as 
variations of the R + aR 2 action with respect o ~2, ab and +~'. Therefore these terms 
must take on the form of the lemma in sect. 3, with the variations 6~2 and 6t) 
replaced by eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) respectively. 
It is now a simple matter to obtain from eq. (4.15) the new transformation rules 
of the supergravity fields. As in sect. 3, we prefer to avoid ~e terms in the 
transformation rules. Therefore we isolate in eq. (4.15) the ~ terms, and cancel 
these by adding new terms to the action. These new terms are: 
1 a a - -  va  Xp  + 2a2~xNXO(~ + ¼dFoA)  - 2a2(g°g ` +` _~e o ~-  v~-..~ o )~bxe My . (4.18) 
These terms also give new variations: in the first term we must vary the fermionic 
equation of motion, in the second M, x°. The new variations combine with eq. (4.15), 
and the remainder is finally cancelled by the following additional transformations of 
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the supergravity fields: 
(6~3+ 3~2#)e.0= -2a2e-¥p3eSeuhiDx(f2+)(eq, 3e~bM~X°), 
( 8~3 + 8,~2# ) B~ = - 2az~/2 gob, e~l"e l@gDx (~+ )( e~-3e°aM,,XP ) 
v ~ [t" " "~]  ' 
(6,~+ 3~2fl)fu= 2a2e Yp3g~,pi~x(~2+)(e(p-3NX" ) , 
With the cancellation mechanism discussed above in naind, it is not surprising that 
these transformations have exactly the same structure as eq. (3.19). Again the 
transformation of the zehnbein is determined only up to an (irrelevant) local 
Lorentz transformation. 
In sect. 3 we mentioned another source of new variations of the action which we 
have not treated thus far. The O(a 2, aft) variations of the supergravity fields which 
we obtained in sect. 3 induce new transformations of the same order of #2f t' and 
q,~b. When applied to 5° (R)+ 50(R 2) these transformations give rise to variations 
of the action of O(a 3, a2fl). These variations can be cancelled by using the lemma of 
sect. 3, and therefore they produce transformations of the supergravity fields of the 
same form as eq. (4.19), but with different ensors M, x° and N x°. We have the 
following new transformations of #2~,~ h and ~b~h: 
( 3~2 + 6~#) a2f b= eX~e~h [ exc~i~ ( ¢o)(3~2 + 3~#) e.iC + e~Nlx ( ¢o )(3~ + 3~.) GI c 
+ 3a((3~ +3,)a2[,c_a)R,hlcu(~d ), (4.20) 
= 3a2e~'~e~h~@[~(~2+)[e-¥p3g~]o~@x(f2+)(eq~-3TX°'~d)l',.ae ] (4.21) 
The origin of the different contributions in (4.20) and (4.21) is clear: the new 
variations are obtained by substituting (3.19) in the definition of f2~ ~ and ~b "h. The 
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last term in eq. (4.20) arises from the variation of the Lorentz Chern-Simons form. 
The transformations (4.20) and (4.21) contain ~E terms. It would have been 
possible to avoid these by a suitable redefinition of /2, ~t' and ¢,b in this order in a 
and /?. Such a redefinition would be advantageous for the calculation of the 
effective action to higher orders, but this falls outside the scope of this paper. To 
cancel the contribution of (4.20) and (4.25) to the variation of the action additional 
Noether terms, which involve equations of motion, and variations of the supergrav- 
ity fields are required. The new variations of the fermions from this source read: 
(8,~3 + 8,~,_q)¢. = 6a2e 103g~,~@x(~+) 
X [g°XgVre(p-3~@[o ( ~+ )[ e-103gr]oO@a ( ~+ )( e~-3T~°~'b)] ] Fohe, 
(8o  + 8o_,f,) x :  - dr (8o  + ao ,) (4.22) 
and must be added to those given in eq. (4.19). The new transformations of the 
bosons can be worked out explicitly from eq. (4.20) and the lemma. Since they are 
not directly relevant for compactification we do not present hem. 
In the calculations of this section we have not taken into account possible terms 
which contain explicit ~-1 O~ or H-contributions. It is not hard to see that the most 
general terms in the action containing ~a 10~, and not more than bilinear in 
fermions, are of the form 
] - -  / ,p  gO 3ep[+glX~X +g2XX~+g3T~X°(tr~F~xoX+~bF~xo~ab)] (4.23) 
In particular, all these terms are bilinear in fermions, and are therefore not directly 
relevant for analysis of compactification scenarios. With H, a few more index 
structures than those given in eq. (4.23) are possible, but again all terms are bilinear 
in fermions. Although a calculation of the coefficients gi of eq. (4.23), and the 
corresponding coefficients for the H-terms is in principle possible, it is also 
extremely cumbersome. As these terms are not required for achieving our main 
purpose in this paper, we have not attempted to calculate them. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have obtained the supersymmetric quartic effective action for the 
heterotic string which follows from the supersymmetrization of the Yang-Mills and 
Lorentz Chern-Simons forms. In particular this includes all bosonic terms in the 
action and transformation rules, which have been collected in appendix A. We have 
thus found all terms which are relevant for compactification. 
Both string and sigma-model calculations reveal that the quartic effective action 
contains another supersymmetric Ra-invariant which does not have a Yang-Mills 
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counterpart. At the tree level the coefficients of these terms contain a factor ~'(3). 
The overall coefficient of this R4-invariant is not determined by requiring supersym- 
metry and remains a free parameter at this level. It would interesting to see whether 
other arguments like a suitable compactification or the cancellation of ultra-violet 
divergences would fix the coefficient. 
We expect that the results of this paper will be useful for the study of compactifi- 
cation scenarios of the heterotic string with unbroken supersymmetry. In particular, 
using our results, it would be interesting to see whether a particular Calabi Yau 
manifold is preferred in the compactification. 
It is useful to compare our results with the ones following from string amplitude 
or sigma-model calculations. We find that in our approach the leading term of the 
quadratic effective action is most naturally given by the Riemann tensor squared. In 
the other approaches the leading term is usually given by the Gauss-Bonnet 
combination. The two results differ by terms which are quadratic in the Ricci tensor 
and scalar. As has been stressed in the introduction, one always has the freedom to 
redefine the gravity field, thereby introducing such terms in the effective action. To 
be precise, in order c~ it is possible to redefine the zehnbein by 
° 
e~ -o e~ + a + , (5.1) 
with arbitrary coefficients. With a suitable choice of a a and a2, the Gauss-Bonnet 
combination can be obtained. 
We find that the cubic effective action does not Contain purely bosonic terms. 
This is in agreement with string amplitude calculations where the absence of such 
terms follows from the vanishing of the three-point function. 
Finally our results for the quartic effective action are not identical to the ones 
corresponding to string calculations [5]. It is interesting to consider the correspon- 
dence between the two results. In this order, the only redefinition which affects the 
terms quartic in the Riemann tensor is the following: 
el,a elxa q_ OL2 [ cdrJaocd ± a ' . --+ c1Rap ~ T c2e u RvpCdR vo~J] . (5.2) 
This redefinition gives, when applied to ~,g('(R2), terms proportional to c~T~T "~ and 
o~T 2. Therefore we see that the coefficients of these terms can be chosen arbitrarily. 
However, the redefinition (5.2) also gives rise to additional c~2R 3 terms, proportional 
to the Einstein tensor, in the effective action. A characteristic feature of the bosonic 
action at O(~ 3) is the absence of a term containing U 2 with U,~xo as given in eq. 
(4.3). Note that, once a particular parametrization f the bosonic action is chosen, 
the terms containing the fermions, and the transformation rules, are fixed by 
supersymmetry. 
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To summarize, all terms in the effective action we have obtained in this paper 
follow uniquely (modulo the field redefinitions mentioned above) from the super- 
symmetrization of the Yang-Mills and Lorentz Chern-Simons forms. The structure 
of these terms agrees with string amplitude calculations at the tree- [4, 5] and 
one-loop [6-8] level. The two results only differ by an overall coefficient which 
cannot be determined by supersymmetry. Given the uniqueness of our result one 
would expect that string calculations beyond the one-loop level should always yield 
the same structure for the quartic effective action. It would be interesting to see 
whether this result can be understood by looking at the details of higher loop string 
amplitude calculations. 
Let us finally comment on what we expect o happen if one were to try to extend 
the results of this paper to higher orders in the curvature tensors. All terms in the 
effective action and transformation rules can be grouped into two kinds. The first 
kind consists of all terms which follow from an iterative application of the lemma 
we have derived in sect. 3. We expect that it should be possible to describe the 
structure of these terms to all orders in an efficient way, thereby possibly unravel- 
ling some underlying geometric structure. The other kind contains all terms that 
follow from a Noether-method calculation. The structure of these terms to all orders 
is more difficult to predict. Our guess is that in all these terms the symmetry 
between the supergravity and Yang-Mills fields is manifest. Assuming that this 
symmetry is indeed present we conjecture that the bosonic terms of the part of the 
effective action which follows from the supersymmetrization of the Yang-Mil ls and 
Lorentz Chern Simons forms can be parametrized as follows: 
5°(effective) + ~ a"(a ,RT n + b,,T"+l), (5.3) 
n=0,1,2.. .  
where R is the Riemann curvature tensor and T - - (aR2+ fiF 2) (see eq. (4.1)). In 
this parametrization it is very natural that there is no bosonic a2R 3 term, since 
Ru~obT~"h vanishes identically. On the other hand we do expect in the next order to 
find a4R 5 terms since, e.g. P ubT~"caW 4: 0. Such terms will for instance be J~l~ v a aabcd 
needed for the cancellation of terms of the form a2~RTOX with X- (aR+ + fiFx) 
(see eq. (4.2)). They arise for instance from the variation 6+~ - o~ 20(RT)E  (see eq. 
(4.19)) in the Noether terms X~, of the aR 2 +/~F2-action. 
We would like to thank R. Kallosh, L. Mizrachi, C. Nflflez and A. Wiedemann for 
useful discussions. 
Appendix A 
THE BOSONIC ACTION AND TRANSFORMATION RULES 
In this appendix we gather all bosonic terms in the action and in the supersymme- 
try transformation rules, in all the orders in a and fl that we have considered in this 
paper. For easy reference we try to make this appendix self-contained, and therefore 
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repeat some of the definitions that are required to understand the different contri- 
butions. 
The bosonic terms in the action are 
£P=e~-3[-~R(~°(e)) - 3-144-,~0--H"~0 * 9 (0 - '  O,~)) 2 -  
+ IT+ ~ ~xo + ~aT T~ . (A.1) 
Our conventions for the Riemann tensor are 
u ab ~,,, .b .~ b R(~) = e ~e bR,, (~).  (A .2 )  R~. ,  ( , . )  - 20i~,,.~ 1 - "%, w~l~ ' 
The tensors T are defined as: 
ah L ,xo -  c~Rb,, ($2)Rxp]~h(~2 ) + fi trr[,,Fxp 1, 
aR~x (~2_)R ~ (~2 )+fltrF~xrX~ T -T~ ~. (1.3) Tp.v ~ ab X ab 
In T one finds the Riemann tensor of f2 , which is defined as 
3 ab ~.+b _ %.,' ,  _+ 2v~H, • (1.4) 
In (A.1) and (A.4) H,, o is the curl of the antisymmetric gauge field B,~, and 
includes the Lorentz and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms: 
ab ab 9 0 ab 0 ac 0 cb 
- fl~/2tr{ A[,O,Ao]- I~A[,A,Aol}. (A.5) 
The R-action and the O(a, fl) action are discussed in sect. 2 and appendix B, the 
O(a ~, a2fi, aft 2) action in sect. 4. 
The relevant ransformation rules are those of the supergravity fields ~ and X, 
and of the Yang-Mills field X- We write 6~,,(6¢,,) for variations of order a"(B"), 
while 60 corresponds to the terms independent of a and ft. We have the following 
supersymmetry transformations: 
1 r, abt~ ab~ 
$o X = ! r .~  . - -  4 1 l~t~vf. 
= - - '  Oq,)  + '  r " • £Hahc (A.6) 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
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8~l~X = 0; (A.9) 
( 8~, + 6/_i~ ) ~ ~ = 6a2e ~ep3 g,,Nx ( ~2 + ) 
X[g"Xg~'e¢ 3X~, . (~) [e  l~3grD~)a(Q+)(e( P ~v","~)]]r.,,{ 
+2a2e '¢3g.p.~x(a+.)[eq~ 3{~T/"'Ro.Xe(~2 ) 
-+T°'F 'F .R.~X°(# ) + ~l '° 'F"~#ro~aR°X°(# )}] {, 
( 8., + 8,/_l, ) X = - lv/2F"( 8,/+ 8.:/~) +~, ; (A.10) 
= 0. 1_ r .o~r,~aT r 1 (A.11) (8.er,+8./,~)x -aB[]~TF Fo . - ' r ° ' r  ~rv  + - 2 - -  *o* rv  64 x x *a f lyS*or ]  {"  
In sect. 2 and appendix B we discuss the specific form of eqs. (A.6) and (A.7). The 
variations of O(c~ 2, aft) are derived in sect. 3. Finally the origin of eqs. (A.10) and 
(A.11) can be found in sect. 4. 
Appendix B 
THE COMPLETE F 2- AND R2-ACTION 
In this appendix we will add some details to the presentation of R2-actions in 
sect. 2. The starting point must be the complete transformation rules and invariant 
action for the coupled supergravity and Yang-Mi l ls  fields. With our choice of basis, 
which differs from the one employed in ref. [22], the transformation rules are in 
lowest order in /3: 
~0~= (o~- ¼ga~?ro~)~ + l¢~(d~X- ~X + r°x~ro~), 
l pabc  [- '~ ~ V/2 X/~abc~k ) 
~oet ' = i -  . 
1 2 -  8oB.. = 2 Vf2er[ .~l  ,
0-11~01~ = -- IV/2 i)k ; 
__  1 ab  ^ 
There are modifications of 0(/3) to these transformation rules: 
8~ = (1/192)/3F"h"F.c tr y(F.bcX , 
81sX = (1/384 ) Bv/2 F"h~{ tr 2 F.hcX. 
(B.I) 
(B.2) 
Derivatives ~ are covariant with respect o Lorentz and Yang-Mi l ls  gauge transfor- 
mations, while D is also supercovariant. On curvatures we indicate supercovariance 
8/]B.. = -t3v~-tr{ AI.8oA~] } , 
(B.31 
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with a hat. The combination ~f+b is given by 
ab ah 3 ^ 
where ~o (e, ~b) is the solution of Dlg(~o) e",l = 0. The supersymmetry transformation 
of ~0(e, +) reads 
ab[ 
0w, re ,} )= l- ah + XVze IF .  n , xeF.} + !iFI't'2 v~,hl 3 ~r;--,,., ,'~,;,~. 
3~%u~'( e, ~ ) = (1/192) fliFt~FaefFhl~,, tr ~Fd~fx. (B.5) 
The action 2 ' (R)+5¢(F2) ,  which is invariant under (B.1)-(B.3), is given by 
£,°(R) = e0 3{ - ~R (w (e))  - ~ H4..,vo-- ][/"vO-~-9 (1~_ 10.* )  2 
+3¢7~.r"r .x( , - '0~0) - ~. r%~(o 10~'O) 
+ I'.~v/2H°°~[~.,FI"Foo.UI G + 4V~ff~/,F"o..X - 8XF0o.X ] 
+ ,;~,ro"%[xL,,,x +½¢2xL,,,r.~- '~¢~°L~,+,- ~£~ rr,~,r.~]}. 
(B.6) 
~q~( F2) : eeo- 3fl tr{ - !F"ÈF4- . , , -  ½~(N(~o(e, t~ ), A )x 
- [1 / (16  × 24)]v~XF"""x~.(4G,,d'" + 3F Cb,.)X 
+ (1/96)2ro"CxXro~,x - [1/(16 x 24)1B2r°~'X tr ~C,,cx }. (B.V) 
The four-fermion terms in eq. (B.6) were obtained from the requirement of superco- 
variance of the X and ~, equations of motion. Note that it is not possible to have 
X3~/,, or X 4 terms due to the ten-dimensional identity 
Xro~'xXL,, = 0. (B.8) 
The terms with four gravitinos are not affected by our redefinitions, and therefore 
coincide with those given in ref. [22]. 
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It is useful to have the precise definitions of supercovariant derivatives of various 
fields and their variations at hand. We include here all 0(/3) modifications due to 
the coupling to Yang-Mills. First the definitions: 
-1  __q~ 1 1 - -  q) D~q, - 3~ + ~/2~p~X, (B.9) 
± R,/5-F "b~',t, tr ~(F~b, X (B.10) 384 t"  v -- ~rp. 
t),~o= Oi,Bool- ¼vS~E,r.Gj- /3v~ tr{ AL, O.A,I-  ~A{,A~Aol } , (B.11) 
~f~FabcF ,t, ~r v6u- q~v.l" X/'~bcX, (B.12) 
Dj , (~o,A)x=~,(~o,A)x  + ~rab~b f,b - {7r2-(~bu,~X - X~uX + 
(B.14) 
For some of these derivatives and curvatures in (B.9)-(B.14) we need the supersym- 
metry transformation as well. Again we distinguish between 3 0, the lowest order 
transformation rule, and 3•, the modifications due to the Einstein-Yang-Mills 
coupling: 
3o(O- ID,O)  = -~v~iD, ( fa+)X ,  ao/t be= - l y r i c [  ~pb~.l (B.15),(B.16) 
3o+., , = - ¼r"aek~.~b(~2_) + ½V~(e~b,t,)t - 4,,bf)t + r")t~/,br, e ) , (B.17) 
aof .~ = -grI.D,,l( ga +, A)X (B.lS) 
3#(4)-~D.q)) = - [1/(3 × 192)1B~2ir, °~Xtr2r.~.x. (B.19) 
3/~/4.b ` = - ~fl,~-/Ff.tr Xfl ,  d,  (B.20) 
3[d~dah = /3 tr{ 3g("df.F[ab~d]-]- lccdeF[af~(FcdeDb](~?+~ A)X 
+ (1/256),[2r'~rlarghd)<gh2r~.~x 
+ [1/(96 × 96) ] /3 r~"~Gr~%~,~r , .~x  tr ytrfg~x } , (B.21) 
,~ f  .~ = (1/192)/3gFI '"~Gt x tr Y~r,t¢x (B.22) 
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Let us briefly discuss the transformation of ~ab- The variation of the gravitino 
curvature ~b contains, as we can see from eq. (B.1), the commutator 
[N . (n+) ,  ~@.(~+)]  e = - ¼rcdeRjJ(f3+). (B .23)  
To obtain eq. (B.17) one needs to use the identity 
Rahcd(~d+) -- Rcdab(Q_)  = 6¢~@i~ (~0)Hbca] = -3f i  trFi~hFca I . (B.24) 
The Bianchi identity for the curvature H does not vanish due to the presence of the 
Yang Mills Chern-Simons term. 
It is both useful and instructive to obtain the supersymmetry algebra from 
(B.1)-(B.2). The commutator of two supersymmetry transformations reads 
[(~((1),a(£2)] =(~p(~'/~)-I-(~Q(--~:P'+p,)-~-(~L(--ff/~Q~ ab l= - -#-  j + ( yM(--~'UAp,) 
-1"- ~M( -  1V/2-~,tt -- ~VBv#) + (~Q(£3) -}- ~L(Aab) '  (B .25)  
where 
=_ v 2 -  a [1 / (32× qF<. ~X (3 16~-E2F qF~X+ 120)]dg2 Fa~ .... , .. , 
A~b=±Ri F[~F rbl tr~FCa~ X192/"~ 2 cde I E1 (B.26) 
On the right-hand side of (B.25) we encounter all gauge transformations of the 
d = 10 super-Yang Mills theory: 6p, Be, ~L, 8YM, and 8 M correspond respectively 
to general coordinate, supersymmetry, Lorentz, Yang-Mills and antisymmetric 
tensor gauge transformations. Note in particular that in lowest order in fi the 
Lorentz transformation and the Yang-Mills transformation occur with the same 
structure in eq. (B.25). Thus the combination ~2, ab and the Yang-Mills gauge field 
A, play the same role in the supersymmetry algebra, which makes the symmetry 
between the Yang-Mills and Lorentz groups in the Einstein Yang-Mills theory 
manifest. 
From eq. (B.26) we can also understand some of the simplifications which occur 
in eq. (B.1) as compared to the form given in ref. [22]. There is no X2-dependent 
Lorentz transformation i  the algebra, which of course is related to the fact that ~b 
does not transform to X 2. Also note that the terms bilinear in fermions in 80~b . and 
8oX have the same form. This is implied by the fact that they are responsible for 
realising the h-dependent Q-transformation i  the algebra on e, ~ and A,, respec- 
tively, and this happens in exactly the same manner. 
Let us now exploit the symmetry between Lorentz and Yang-Mills groups. The 
algebraic structure we have obtained makes it possible to extract an SO(9,1) 
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Yang-Mills multiplet from the supergravity fields. The role of the SO(9, 1) gauge 
field must be played by the combination ~2~ b. Its transformation rule can be read 
off from eqs. (B.5) and (B.16): 
3o~2~' = ½i/',~b "h . (B.27) 
The fermion of the SO(9, 1) Yang-Mills multiplet is therefore the covariant grav- 
itino curvature +~j,. Indeed, in eq. (B.17) we see that its transformation rule, with 
this identification, is identical to that of X in eq. (B.2). Therefore, we may use the 
knowledge of the F2-invariant o write down an R2-invariant as well. To this end, 
we introduce a dimensionful constant a, and write: 
,.~(R2) =e(~ 3a{- -¼R"* 'ab(~ )R~ab(a  ) - -~ab~(w(e ,~) ,~_) t~a l ,  
-~ ~/'"r~r'.(R.0""(&) + kd'~(o ))(;~ + ~vSr.x) 
+ ,~b 'a 'F"~°+<,t ,12 I~ o - [1/(16 × 24)]V~{"bF<de+.bG(4-F,.der" + 3FuI~.a,.) X 
+ 46g""F"G,t, , , , ,XF,.d.~. -- [1/(16 X 24)] ~°~r/,~¢o~7~"G~<.,}. (U.2S) 
Let us first set f i= 0, and discuss the invariance of the action ~(R)+~' (R2) .  
From eq. (B.3) we see that the invariance requires new transformations of the 
supergravity fields of O(a) :  
8,~ i aPCaer ' ( ,ga~,F  ,t, 
1~- -- J- fi "V cde "~ ab ' 
8~ = ~'~4m/2 rcaee~"hrc ,eq , , ,  ~ . 
8,,B~,, .I, .l, 
(B.29) 
Furthermore, the curvature H must everywhere be modified with the appropriate 
Chern-Simons form, which in the present case means: 
"~' _ ~ o ~bQ .c o <.h 1 (B .30)  . ,5  ( b >or - 
Are these modifications sufficient for exact invariance? They would be, were it not 
for the fact that ~2 ,h and ~b are made up of fields of the supergravity multiplet, 
and that therefore modifications of their transformation rules are induced by eq. 
(B.29). That this will happen we can already see in eqs. (B.5), (B.20) and (B.21). All 
these modifications now occur with coefficient a as well, and imply: 
3 ~2 .t, - ~ . 
( ~ Fed P, e f~ e/q_ 1 fgh --cd 
1 fgh mn ^ --cd 
+ [1/(96 x 96) ]~rht ' r  r~, ,p r  .Y>d F a, Z~J r  ,r, . ~--  --[a-- --hi ~'?" hklVcd"Y " mnpVef  } (B.31) 
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So the induced modifications (B.31) mark the difference between a true Yang-Mills 
ab multiplet and the SO(9, 1) multiplet made up by ~2 and +~,. Since eq. (B.31) is in 
fact the only difference, we can now state very precisely in what sense eq. (B.28) is 
invariant. The only transformations which break the exact invariance are due to eq. 
(B.31) applied to the action ~(R)+50(R2) .  In eq. (B.28) there is an explicit 
~--  ,~ ah ~ab,  dependence un ,~z~, and and in eqs. (B.6) and (B.28) also an implicit 
ah dependence on ~2 due to the Chern-Simons form in H,~p. These variations of the 
action are all of O(a2). 
This result trivially extends to the case fi =g 0, where we consider the full action 
~(R)  + 50(F  2) + 5°(R2). Again the only variations which break invariance are the 
ab transformations of ~2 and +,b induced by the modifications of the basic fields. 
These can again be read off from eqs. (B.5), (B.20) and (B.21) for the contribution 
of the Yang-Mills sector, and equal (B.31) for the Lorentz sector. 
The new variations, which we must consider in the construction of invariants of 
higher order in a and fi, have two sources. First there are terms which arise from the 
new variation of Bu~ given in eqs. (B.3) and (B.29). They manifest hemselves in 8H, 
and also in 8+ ~a' through the mechanism indicated in eqs. (B.23) and (B.24). Then 
there are terms which arise from the new variation of +~ and ~. These are bilinear 
in Fermi fields, and complicated. A generalization of our results to higher orders in 
a and fl would be extremely complicated, not to say practically impossible, if such 
terms were to be taken into account. This is the main reason that we limit ourselves, 
in the body of this paper, to leading terms, which excludes the bilinear fermion 
terms in the variations of the fields. This then implies that we have no control over 
four-fermion terms in the action, and cannot discuss them either. 
The relevant induced transformations which generate the higher-order invariants 
are then 
(~2 ah : 3 - ^ cd  3 - ^ . -  ~aeFt~R~h I ~b,.d + 5fl~F[u tr x F.b 1, 
8~ah = 3 r ,  cd  ~ e f t )  e l __  3 cd ^ ~- ~ai  e~t~ h lx~.dl t ~fiF c trF[.hF~.dl (B.32) 
They arise directly from the Chern-Simons terms. 
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